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Swamplight: Making sense of the 2017 BC election
platforms for voters under age 45.
executive summary: New study breaks down platform numbers to
encourage young voter turnout
Elections BC data show that 40 per cent of 25-34 year olds voted in the 2013 BC election. So too did 49 per
cent of 35-44 year olds. Turnout among younger British Columbians was well below that of residents over
age 55 who cast a ballot in the last election at rates above 67 per cent.
One of the reasons young people offer to explain why they vote less often is that politicians don’t speak
to their priorities or concerns. Others find it’s hard to make meaning of political promises. As a result, for
some, the differences between parties is as clear as the mud you find in a swamp.
Generation Squeeze publishes “Swamplight: Making sense of the 2017 BC election platforms for voters
under age 45” with one week left in the election campaign to address both of these concerns.
This latest study from our non-partisan lab at the University of BC School of Population & Public Health uses
data from the Government of BC 2017/18 budget, Statistics Canada and the Canadian Institute for Health
Information to:
•

Estimate what portion of social spending commitments in the BC Liberal, BC NDP and BC Green party
platforms will go to residents under age 45 by comparison with residents age 65-plus; and

•

Provide a one-stop-shop for voters and the media to find quick, evidence-based analyses of how
the parties compare on a broad range of issues, including housing, child care, K-12 education,
postsecondary, anti-poverty plans, medical care and taxation.

The Swamplight study finds the three parties are similar in their social spending commitments to
seniors, but there are big difference in terms of investments for younger generations.
The BC Liberals will spend approximately $600 more per person age 65+. The NDP will spend $750 more.
The Greens will spend around $800 more.
The Liberals will spend approximately $100 more per person under age 45. The NDP will spend around $400
more. The Greens will spend around $1,200 more.
Other findings include:
•

The Green party has the most aggressive plan of the three parties to contain the escalation in home
prices.

•

The NDP and Greens are much stronger on child care than the BC Liberals. The NDP has a more
detailed plan, but the Green party promises to invest more money, faster.
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•

The Liberals and the NDP will spend nearly the same amount on K-12 education. The Green party
promises 20 per cent more spending on grade school than the other parties.

•

The Liberals, NDP and Greens propose to spend very similar amounts on postsecondary.

•

The Liberals, NDP and Greens propose to spend very similar amounts on medical care.

•

The Green party platform is the first in years to promise more new money for child care and education
than medical care, while also matching what the other parties will invest in medical care. This makes
the Green platform more in line with academic evidence about how to promote population health and
prevent illness.

•

The NDP plans to spend 2% more than the BC Liberals. The Green party plans to spend 7% more
than the Liberals. Both of these parties propose tax changes, reallocations and stimulating economic
growth to cover the costs of the extra spending.

Generation Squeeze genuinely does not care who people vote for, so long as they vote, because politics
responds to those who organize and show up. Since younger citizens have been less likely to cast a ballot
on election day, this has resulted in political parties showing less urgency in the past to solve the big
problems that face younger Canadians – including the fact that high home prices in BC have left behind
young people’s earnings.
We provide this study to help British Columbians, especially those under age 45, to make sense of the
promises that have been made during the 2017 election campaign in hopes that this will encourage them to
cast a ballot on voting day.
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Swamplight: Making sense of the 2017 BC election
platforms for voters under age 45.
Final Study
Are you unsure what to make of the various promises you’ve been hearing from politicians as they campaign
for your vote? Do you want to know how the different party platforms compare?
So does Generation Squeeze. That’s the intention behind our “Swamplight” work. Our lab at the University
of BC has crunched the numbers to help you make sense of the Liberal, NDP and Green platforms. We do so
to shine a light on party promises that can often seem murky and difficult to decipher.
Gen Squeeze is non-partisan. We genuinely don’t care who you vote for, so long as you choose to vote,
because politics responds to those who organize and show up. For too long, younger citizens have been
less likely to cast a ballot on election day, which has resulted in political parties showing less urgency to
solve the big problems that face younger Canadians.
People sometimes don’t vote because they find it hard to make sense of the party platforms, so Gen
Squeeze provides a one-stop-shop where voters can access evidence-based analyses of a wide range of
commitments. This includes housing (for which we provide the most detailed analyses), child care, grade
school, postsecondary, medical care, anti-poverty policy and taxation.
Our analyses are guided by a vision of BC that works for all generations. The evidence-based policy
recommendations we offer to all political parties can be found at: www.gensqueeze.ca. Our analyses of
party platforms assess how Liberal, NDP and Green positions stack up against these recommendations.

Bottom line
If you like the way things are, then you’ll probably be most excited by the BC Liberal platform.
If you want to refine the way things are, then you’ll probably be keen on the BC NDP.
If you want bolder changes to the way things are, then you’ll probably like the BC Greens.

Total government spending
Our Swamplight illuminates three years into the future – fiscal year 2019/20 – to estimate how each party
would spend taxpayer money once it’s had a few years to implement planned priorities.
The BC Liberals plan to spend $51.7 billion.
The BC NDP would spend $52.9 billion that year.
The BC Greens would spend $55.3 billion.
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All three parties are in the same ballpark. By the numbers, it’s hard to say that one particular party is a “Big
Spender” or “Reckless Spender” compared to the others. The NDP would spend 2% more than the Liberals.
The Greens would spend 7% more than the Liberals.
Table 1. BC 2017 Election Platform Comparisons
BC Budget
2016/17

2016/17 Budget
adusted for inflation
to 2019/20

Health

19,719

20,885

Education: K-12

6,409

6,788

Postsecondary & other
training

6,228

6,596

Social services

4,259

4,511

Social Spending:

BC Liberal Plan
2019/20

BC NDP Plan
2019/20

BC Green Plan
2019/20

21,707

21,760

21,765

6,772

6,796

8,142

6,678

6,731

6,598

$millions

New $ for Child Care in
platforms

4,733

5,205

5,880

negligible, included in
social services

400

1,002
43,386

Total Social Expenditures

36,615

38,780

39,889

40,892

Non-Social Expenditures:

12,467

13,204

11,839

11,963

11,867

Total Expenditures

49,082

51,984

51,728

52,855

55,253

Sources: Government of BC Budget 2017/18 and 2017 Election Platforms for BC Liberals, BC NDP and BC Greens

Government spending by Age
Three years from now, after adjusting for inflation, each party plans to find more money in its budget to
spend on older and younger British Columbians. We use the methodology developed by Kershaw and
Anderson (2016) to estimate how much.
The BC Liberals will spend approximately $600 more per person age 65+. The NDP will spend $750 more.
The Greens will spend around $800 more.
The Liberals will spend approximately $100 more per person under age 45. The NDP will spend around
$400 more. The Greens will spend around $1,200 more.$6
While all the three parties are in the same ballpark when it comes to spending more money on seniors,
there is a big difference between them when it comes to investing more in younger generations. The Green
party makes investing in young people a much bigger priority than the Liberals or NDP. Almost all of the
extra spending that the Greens plan by comparison with the other two parties will be allocated to younger
generations. At the same time, it is important to note that the Greens match or surpass the other parties in
terms of investing in seniors.
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Table 2. BC Liberal platform spending by age
2016/17 BC Budget, adjusted for
inflation to 2019/20
($ millions)

Health

Increase (Decrease) in Social
Spending
($ millions)

2019/20 Liberal Platform
($ millions)

Share to
65+

Share to
under 45

Share to
45-64

Share to
65+

Share to
under 45

Share to
45-64

Share to
65+

Share to
under 45

Share to
45-64

9,068

6,426

5,390

9,588

6,582

5,536

520

156

146

Education: K-12

14

5,709

1,066

14

5,694

1,063

0

-14

-2

Postsecondary &
other training

74

4,815

1,707

78

4,873

1,728

3

57

21

807

2,424

1,279

870

2,528

1,334

63

104

55

9,442

10,550

19,678

9,661

586

303

220

Social services
New $ for Child
Care in platforms
Total Social
Spending

9,964

19,375

Sources: Government of BC Budget 2017/18, 2017 Election Platforms for BC Liberals, BC NDP and BC Greens, Statistics
Canada Longitudinal Administrative Data Custom Data, Statistics Canada CANSIM Table 051-0001, Canadian Institute
for Heatlth Information National Health Expenditure Trends data

Divided by # of people in age group
956,507

2,604,373

1,375,827

Equals $ invested per person
613

116

160

Table 3. BC NDP platform spending by age
2016/17 BC Budget, adjusted for
inflation to 2019/20
($ millions)

Health

Increase (Decrease) in Social
Spending
($ millions)

2019/20 Liberal Platform
($ millions)

Share to
65+

Share to
under 45

Share to
45-64

Share to
65+

Share to
under 45

Share to
45-64

Share to
65+

Share to
under 45

Share to
45-64

9,068

6,426

5,390

9,634

6,586

5,539

566

160

149

Education: K-12

14

5,709

1,066

14

5,715

1,067

0

6

1

Postsecondary &
other training

74

4,815

1,707

78

4,911

1,741

4

96

35

807

2,424

1,279

955

2,785

1,465

148

361

185

-

391

9

-

391

9

10,681

20,389

9,822

718

1,014

380

Social services
New $ for Child
Care in platforms
Total Social
Spending

9,964

19,375

9,442

Divided by # of people in age group
Sources: Government of BC Budget 2017/18, 2017 Election Platforms for BC Liberals, BC NDP and BC Greens, Statistics
Canada Longitudinal Administrative Data Custom Data, Statistics Canada CANSIM Table 051-0001, Canadian Institute
for Heatlth Information National Health Expenditure Trends data

956,507

2,604,373

1,375,827

Equals $ invested per person
750

389

276

Table 4. BC Green platform spending by age
2016/17 BC Budget, adjusted for
inflation to 2019/20
($ millions)

Health

Increase (Decrease) in Social
Spending
($ millions)

2019/20 Liberal Platform
($ millions)

Share to
65+

Share to
under 45

Share to
45-64

Share to
65+

Share to
under 45

Share to
45-64

Share to
65+

Share to
under 45

Share to
45-64

9,068

6,426

5,390

9,652

6,579

5,534

584

153

143

Education: K-12

14

5,709

1,066

17

6,846

1,279

3

1,138

213

Postsecondary &
other training

74

4,815

1,707

77

4,814

1,707

2

-1

0

807

2,424

1,279

998

3,344

1,538

190

919

259

-

979

23

-

979

23

10,743

22,563

10,080

780

3,188

638

Social services
New $ for Child
Care in platforms
Total Social
Spending

9,964

19,375

9,442

Sources: Government of BC Budget 2017/18, 2017 Election Platforms for BC Liberals, BC NDP and BC Greens, Statistics
Canada Longitudinal Administrative Data Custom Data, Statistics Canada CANSIM Table 051-0001, Canadian Institute
for Heatlth Information National Health Expenditure Trends data

Divided by # of people in age group
956,507

2,604,373

1,375,827

Equals $ invested per person
815

1,224

464
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New social spending promised in BC party platforms
in the 2017 election, by age

LIBERAL

Per person
age 65+

Per person
age <45

NDP
GREEN

$1,200

$750

$800

$600

$100

$400

www.gensqueeze.ca

Interpreting the new spending by age
Coming into the 2017 election, provincial government spending on medical care, education and social
services invested approximately $11,300 per person age 65-plus, compared to $7,300 per person under age
45.
The graphic above shows how the parties plan to spend new money by 2019/20 in order to maintain or
adapt those spending levels, after adjusting for inflation.
The new spending for seniors promised by the three parties primarily adapts for the fact that the proportion
of British Columbians over age 65 is growing. Additional investment is required for the entire age group in
order to stabilize the higher spending per person at this older life course stage when citizens use more
medical care.
The new spending proposed for residents under age 45 by the NDP will contribute primarily to additional
child care. The new spending proposed by the Greens will pay primarily for investments in child care and
K-12 education.
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Housing
Generation Squeeze research has shown that BC’s economy fails younger generations so long as home
prices leave behind our earnings (http://bit.ly/GS_BCworsteconomy). We’ve made this one of the BIG issues
in the election. For example, housing affordability was the first question asked in the only televised leaders’
debate.
We have encouraged all parties to embrace the principle of “Homes First. Investment Second.” This
principle reminds us that the primary purpose of the housing market is the efficient supply of suitable homes
that are in reach for what typical people can earn. It’s fantastic if people can make a return on their housing
investments, but those returns must now be a secondary consideration to first keeping homes in reach.
Of the three parties, only the Greens explicitly endorsed this Homes First principle.
All three parties commit to spend more on housing, and they are all in the same ballpark in terms of
proposed levels of investment (with the NDP and Greens investing somewhat more than the Liberals). These
commitments are important, especially to preserve and grow the existing stock of social housing that costs
less than prices set by the market.
At the end of the day, the parties can’t spend their way to making housing affordable for younger
generations. The public investments for which they budget in their platforms won’t even add 1% to the
stock of existing homes.
To keep home prices in reach, the parties need to correct market failures by
•

Promoting supply by adapting out-dated zoning policies that limit the supply of suitable homes

•

Moderating demand by revising out-dated tax policies that shelter housing wealth from taxation in
inefficient ways, while

•

Leveling the playing field between renters and owners.

Here’s where the three parties stand on these three issues:
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Supply: Adapting out-dated zoning policies
In keeping with the Gen Squeeze recommendation that the province incentivize municipalities to increase
supply by changing zoning, the BC Liberals commit to “a performance-based approach in providing
provincial assistance,” and “using incentives to reward jurisdictions for achieving efficiencies and target
outcomes.” That said, the Liberals don’t refer specifically to zoning problems.
The NDP speaks generally to adding density, especially around transit hubs, but makes no specific reference
to zoning, or creating incentives to reward municipalities that add density urgently.
The Green party commits to “lead a comprehensive rethink of zoning.” It’s the only party to refer specifically
to revising zoning, but it’s not clear what incentives, if any, they would use to encourage municipalities to
add supply urgently and efficiently.

Demand: Revising out-dated tax policies
The BC Liberals will stick with what they’ve already done via the foreign buyers’ tax in Metro Vancouver,
province-wide changes to the property transfer tax, and changing legislation to permit cities to tax vacant
homes. Real estate data show that home prices have continued to leave behind young people’s earnings
since the Liberals introduced these changes.
The BC NDP will add a new tax – an annual levy on vacant homes that is equal to 2 per cent of the home
value. It’s expected to collect around $200 million per year in revenue. By comparison with other revenues
sources, that’s not much. So the impact of this policy proposal to rein in home prices is unlikely to be
dramatic.
The Greens propose the boldest changes. Of the three parties, they are the most serious about using tax
policy to ensure home prices no longer leave young people’s earnings behind, and thereby make life more
affordable for younger British Columbians.
We don’t often think that taxing something will make it less expensive, because a government levy adds
cost on top of the market price. But historically, Canada has been sheltering housing wealth from taxation
in ways that other assets are not sheltered. This has increased demand for housing, and led to higher prices
in the real estate market that make life unaffordable for younger generations. Eliminating outdated policies
that shelter housing wealth from taxation is an important tool to slow down the rise in home prices, while
also raising revenue to invest in building housing supply, child care, health care, etc.
The Greens appear most committed to change outdated housing tax policies. Yet in doing so, one might
charge the Greens with embracing almost every new tax policy proposal that has been featured over the last
year by thought leaders. This leads to questions about how the policies will interact, whether they cohere
together in a comprehensive way, or whether there is some duplication.
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How years of work to save a downpayment
change
as BC
governments
*
How years
of work
to save achange
downpayment
change as BC governments change *

SOCREDS
1976 -1991
SOCREDS
1976 -1991

NDP
NDP
1991 - 2001

LIBERALS
2001 - 2016
LIBERALS
2001 - 2016

5-7
years
5-7
years

7-8
years
7-8
years

8-19
years
8-19
years

from
from

1991 - 2001
from
from

from

Leveling the playing field between renters and owners

from

www.gensqueeze.ca

The BC Liberals are going with the status quo.
The BC NDP and BC Green parties propose similar changes to the Residential Tenancy Act to promote
security of tenancy for renters who have faced loopholes that result in dramatic rent increases or evictions.
The NDP also proposes a $400 annual credit for renters. While this change won’t fundamentally make rent
more affordable by comparison with the past, it does recognize that renters don’t benefit from a tax break
that home owners receive through the home owners grant. This commitment to fairness in public subsidies
between owners and renters is a laudable policy change.

Family policy
In the lead up to the election, Generation Squeeze worked hard to convince all parties that child care should
no longer cost as much as mortgage-sized payments for young British Columbian families who already
struggle with far higher home prices than in the past.
In the 2017 election, this is one of big issues on which the parties diverge.
The BC Liberals will invest a little more money in child care – about 2% of the additional investment required
to build a good child care system.
The BC NDP embraced Gen Squeeze’s recommendation of $10/day child care. According to its platform, the
NDP will invest $400 million more on child care by 2019/20 – an amount that is just over 25% of the cost of
our recommendation. It’s a decent start so long as an NDP government would ramp up its spending more
urgently thereafter.
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The Greens didn’t explicitly embrace our $10/day child care recommendation. But more than other parties,
the Greens responded to the urgency with which Gen Squeeze called on politicians to invest in child care
services.
The Greens will invest around $1 billion more in child care by 2019/2020 to bring costs down for parents –
often aiming to make child care free (after taxes). That’s about two-thirds of what a good, fully-developed
system will cost, and more than double the NDP investment after three years. The Greens don’t yet have a
detailed plan to show how it will invest this money. There are lots of details in our $10/day plan from which
the Greens could borrow.
In keeping with the Gen Squeeze emphasis on investing in child care services and parental time at home, the
Greens will also invest $500/month in households where a parent is home with a child under age three when
they are not using child care services.
One note of caution on this policy proposal. Evidence from other countries shows that this kind of
government spending can reinforce the gender division of labour and the gender earnings gap if the money
is not spent carefully in ways that attract both dads and moms to use the time at home with their children.
This is a design detail that Gen Squeeze emphasizes in our recommendation to increase the length and
monetary value of parental leave benefits.
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kindergarten to grade 12
Both the Liberals and NDP plan to spend nearly identical annual amounts on grade school in 2019/20 –
about $6.8 billion (see Table 1).
Recently, the Supreme Court of Canada required the BC Liberals to invest more in public education as a
result of the way it handled previous contractual negotiations with the BC Teachers Federation. The Liberals
started to do so in their most recent budget.
The BC NDP, which had been calling for more investment for many years, has agreed to match, and slightly
surpass (by less than 1%) the Liberals.
By 2019/20, inflation whittles away at the initial increase of $170 million by both the Liberals and NDP so that
there is not much extra spending three years from now.
The BC Green platform distinguishes itself from the other two parties by proposing to invest an additional
$1.4 billion for Kindergarten–to-Grade-12 education by 2019/20. That’s 20 per cent more than the BC
Liberals or NDP promise.

poStSeCondary
There’s not much to choose from between the three parties on this issue. All three platforms propose
spending around $6.6 billion, and are within 2% of one another (See Table 1).
We leave you to judge whether this is good or bad. Even though undergrad tuition increased more in BC
since 2001 than in any other province, tuition in BC remains below the national average. As a result, all
Swapping
public
for personalmore
debt as
three BC political parties are committing
to invest
considerably
per capita in postsecondary than, for

example, Ontario does.

governments change

BC NDP

BC LIBERALS

Personal
debt
(under 35)

$19,700

$40,000
Child care costs
2X tuition.

Tuition rose more in BC
than any province since 2001.

BC Gov’t
debt
(per person)

$8,509 $8,341

$8,266
$4,071

1991

1996

2001

2006

2011

2016
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mediCal Care
All three parties are proposing to spend almost identical annual amounts on medical care – around $21.7
billion in 2019/20 (See Table 1). After inflation, that’s around a $900 million increase by comparison with
today.
The majority of the increase in medical care goes to the 20% of the population that will be over age 65 in
that year, as we would expect and want because people are more likely to use medical care in their later
years. This increase includes additional money for seniors in residential care, for seniors who remain in their
own homes, and for seniors who wind up sick at the hospital.
For both the Liberals and the NDP, the incremental increase to medical care spending documented in their
platforms is their largest single investment. Consistent with the figures reported above, this explains why
both parties propose to increase spending on seniors more than on younger residents.
The Greens match the Liberal and NDP investments in medical care, but medical care is not the Green Party’s
largest incremental increase. The Greens would add more to child care and public education than to
medical care. That’s a big deal, because no party has done (or campaigned to do) this in decades.
The Green Party invests more in the generations raising children in recognition that health doesn’t begin
with the medical care we receive only once we are sick. Health begins where we are born, grow, play, work
and age. There is a well-established body of research in population health that supports investing more
urgently in early child development and public education in order to promote well-being and prevent illhealth. Over time, the evidence suggests we will reduce medical care costs because fewer people will
become sick.

anti-poverty
The BC Liberals campaign on the idea that the best anti-poverty policy is a job. As a result, they haven’t
proposed any noteworthy new strategies to address poverty or low-income issues, which tend to be higher
in BC than most provinces.
The Liberals are right that jobs are important. But jobs definitely are not enough in an economy where home
prices have left behind earnings – even for those lucky enough to land full-time jobs, let alone those working
more precariously, or those with disabilities.
The BC NDP and BC Greens would use some of their extra spending to invest more in income and shelter
assistance, as well as increase benefits for those with disabilities. If this issue shapes your voting, then you
should know that the Green Party would invest three times more than the BC NDP to increase assistance
rates.
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Taxation: How would the NDP and Greens pay for their extra spending
The NDP will spend 2% more than the Liberals. It will pay for this extra spending by
•

Raising taxes on those earning more than $150,000

•

Raising corporate taxes in BC to the rate they are in Alberta

•

Taxing more things that we don’t want – like empty homes and carbon pollution

•

The NDP will pay for some of its new spending by reallocating existing government spending

•

The NDP also thinks some of its new spending will stimulate additional economic growth, and yield
more government revenue as a result.

The Green Party will spend 7% more than the Liberals. It will pay for this extra spending by growing revenue
using strategies that are similar to what the NDP proposes. Since the Greens plan to spend more, they will
•

Price pollution at a higher level than the NDP or Liberals

•

Tax speculation and wealth in the housing market more than the NDP or Liberals

•

Whereas the NDP and BC Liberals plan to cut MSP premiums and make do without that revenue, the
Greens will swap the MSP for increases to payroll and income taxes.

•

The Greens are also more likely to run a deficit than the other two parties. While its platform claims
it will balance the budget over a four year mandate, our lab shows that it relies on achieving more
savings from reallocations than would the other parties in order to achieve a balanced budget.

CONCLUSION: GO VOTE
What readers do with the above information is entirely up to them. Generation Squeeze provides this
Swamplight analysis of the BC 2017 election platforms to help people be better informed about the
similarities and differences between the parties. We hope this will help people feel more confident to cast a
ballot on election day.
Politics responds to those who organize and show up. So long as younger residents vote less often,
politicians are less likely to respond to the big problems facing younger generations.
Alas, young British Columbians face big problems, including the fact that rising home prices leave behind
our earnings, squeezing us between a vice grip of time and money pressures.
Happily, we can Squeeze Back together -- in part by increasing our voter turnout. So please cast a ballot in
the 2017 election.
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